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SCHOOL NOTES
School Officials, 1934.

Head Prefect: A. J. Green
Prefects: C. R. Vann, R. Johnson, W . J . Clarke,

G. E. Sinfield, L. H. Morley.
Sub-Prefects: G. R. Goodall, W . F. Caldbeck, J . T .

Graney, W . Rowlett, F. Shooter.
Captain of Cricket: W . Keeling.
Vice-Captain: E. W . Willars.
Committee: G. E. Sinfield, W . Rowlett.

Certificate Examinations.—This is the time of year when 
throughout the country thousands of boys are seeking to satisfy 
external examiners and prove to them that they have justified their 
presences in secondary schools. Unfortunately, it happens also to be the 
time of the year when the sun seeks to justify his ways to men, with 
the result that minds and bodies swelter. However, we were 
lucky this time as the break in the weather after a week of 
unmitigated heat coincided with the Examination. Let us hope 
that cool days have led to cool, clear thinking. For the school 
certificate candidates had a very high standard to live up to. Last 
year, for example, all passed. This year, for the first time, three 
fifth forms (fifty-nine altogether) have sat for the examination. 
I t will be interesting to see how this much larger number fare. 
We had only two candidates for the higher papers, fewer than 
usual.

National Savings Association.— It is now two years since we 
mentioned the activities of the school branch of this Association. 
In the summer term of 1932 the total amount subscribed was 
£264 : now it is £703 19s. This is a great achievement, although 
it is strange to record that the total amount for 1933-34 is only 
£81 6s. So in order to satisfy our curiosity we sought out M r. 
Whittaker who was in the throes of arithmetic, trying to balance 
the sale of stamps with the takings. W hat he said was th is: 
“ I am confident subscriptions would be higher if only boys would 
remember ‘ office-hours ’ ”. That being so we decided to do what
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we could to help him by printing those * hours ’ for all to see. 
Here they a re :— 1.30 p.m. to 2 p.m. every Tuesday.

Inter-School A thirties.—Congratulations to the School team that did 
so well at Highfields last March on the occasion of the first sports 
meeting between the four local secondary schools. I t was an 
honour to be in that team : indeed there were no other honours of 
the kind usually associated with sports, no cups or medals, or 
anything like that. Perhaps a time will come when somebody may 
give a trophy to be held by the winning school. Yet it doesn’t really 
matter if there is never such an award, so long as the competition 
between the schools is as keen and sporting as it was on 27th March. 
The School team did excellently, so well that they nearly won, 
only two points separating them from the winners. The Centaur 
takes this opportunity of congratulating West Bridgford. Perhaps 
the most welcome achievement so far as this School is concerned 
is that we scored points in twelve out of the fourteen events, 
two firsts, six seconds and four thirds.

Music.—There has been a great deal of musical activity in the 
School this year. The orchestra has become firmly established. 
A viola and a ’cello have added body to the strings though we still 
feel more string players could be drawn from the School. A
clarinet has led the way in the wood-wind section, and next term 
flute, oboe and possibly another clarinet will be added. Only one 
brass instrument is included at present, a trum pet: someone to learn 
a French horn is urgently needed. The orchestra has so far 
managed to give a small concert to the Junior School, and we hope 
next year to see it taking a definite place in school life. The 
majority of players have started from scratch at the beginning of 
their career in the school, and there is still room for those who 
desire to learn an instrument.

Visitors have assisted us in two concerts. M r. Helmar Fern- 
back delighted us with a recital of Brahms and Schubert Iieder, 
and M r. Pinkett and M r. Landau gave an enjoyable recital of 
works for two violins. Our own people have helped too on these 
occasions, but we hope in future to draw much more on our own 
resources.

Whipsnade.—On Tuesday, July 3rd., there was a mighty 
invasion of Whipsnade. The raiders, though drawn from the ancient 
domain of Sherwood, were much more peaceably inclined than were 
those forest marauders, Robin Hood and his merry men. W hat 
they had they paid for. Yet all would agree that for a railway 
journey, done comfortably in a special train to Luton, a ’bus journey 
through Dunstable, across W atling Street, and up the hillside to
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the new Zoo, and a three hours’ wander through woods, glades and 
paddocks, three shillings and ninepence was an astonishingly small 
amount. About 350 boys were in the party, together with at least 
20 parents; so “ invasion ” is a permissible word. I t was a most 
enjoyable day, and our only “ losses ” were four caps and two 
return tickets.

Acknowledgments.—W e desire to acknowledge having received 
the following magazines: The Gong (2), The Pavior, The Eliza
bethan. The Cestrefeldian, The Newtonian, The Tiffinian, The 
Harveian. The W est Bridgfordian, and the magazines of Mundella 
School, Brunts School, and the City of Oxford School.

SENIOR SPEECH DAY
The Senior Speech Day was held this year on Monday, 12th 

March, when the hall was, as usual, filled with parents and old boys. 
The principal guests on the platform were the Lord Mayor and 
Lady Mayoress of Nottingham, whilst others included M ajor T . P. 
Barber, D.S.O., Chairman of the Notts. County Council and Notts. 
Education Committee, M r. A. H . Whipple, Director of Education 
for Nottingham, and M r. G. H. Hurt, Chairman of the Governors.

School C ertificate Value.
In his report on the School’s work, the Head Master deplored 

the fact that so many parents still nurtured the idea that the 
minimum leaving age should be the maximum staying age, and 
withdrew their boys from school when they reached the age of 
sixteen without allowing them the opportunity of securing their 
school certificate. I t was not easy to say how much value business 
men attached to that certificate when filling posts. If employers 
knew more of the different types of work done in the various schools 
and if there was a closer co-operation between employer and 
headmaster, there would not be such a wastage of good material in 
boys leaving secondary schools. He believed that workshop training 
was valuable to boys and that the majority enjoyed it. Moreover, 
both he and the School Governors hoped that the County Education 
Committee would grant leave to extend the present workshop which 
was far from spacious.

School F illed.
The rate of increase in the population of the School had 

continued steadily despite the increase in fees, and at the beginning 
of the autumn term 444 boys were attending. The junior forms 
were, however, over-full, for in his opinion, it was impossible for
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normal school work to go on when there were over 30 boys in one 
form-room. In order to cope with the increased number of scholars 
the teaching staff had doubled itself from 11 to 22 since 1929.

All the Fifth Form who had sat for the School Certificate last 
year had been successful.

H is Annual G rouse.

M r. G. H . H urt, chairman of the Governors, said that on 
every Speech Day he had presented his ‘ annual grouse I t was 
the nerve-racking noise created by the trams and by the granite 
setts in front of the School. Only if the tramlines were removed 
and the setts taken up would it be possible for scholars to work in 
the forms-rooms with open windows.

Mentioning the Head Master’s plaint concerning the school 
leaving age, he said that the number of applications for boys to leave 
before they were sixteen years old, was disheartening. He knew that 
there were hard cases and these were sympathetically treated by the 
Governors, but he sincerely hoped that parents would make every 
effort to allow their boys at least to sit for their school certificate 
examination.

T rams to go.

In his speech the Lord Mayor urged the boys to observe the 
rules in life :—to fear God and honour the King, to respect and 
honour their parents, and to respect their headmaster and teachers. 
If they obeyed those rules they would be turned out decent, God
fearing citizens. He told the assembly that he had that very day 
decided to confer the rare honour of the freedom of the City upon 
Messrs. J. D. Player and W . G. Player and W . G. Board.

Replying to M r. H urt’s reference to noise, he announced that 
the trams would soon be taken away* but that the lines would remain 
so long as they did not prove to be dangerous. He would certainly 
see what could be done in other directions to allay the noise from the 
granite setts.

T est M atch H oliday.

After having distributed the prizes, the Lady Mayoress asked 
for a holiday for the boys during the Test Match at Nottingham. 
She also warmly thanked them for a cheque which had been presented 
to her on behalf of the Poor Children’s Summer Camp at Skegness 
in which she was personally interested.

[*Ed. : They have gone!]
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The Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress were thanlced by Major 
Barber who was seconded by M r. G. E. Taylor. The Head 
Prefect, A. J. Green, supported the motion in a crisp and excellent 
speech.

Parents’ Inspection.

After the speeches were over, three songs were sung by the 
assembled scholars, in the last of which the guests were invited to 
join. After the ceremony in the hall, which finished with a rousing 
trio of cheers on behalf of our distinguished guests, followed, of 
course, by ‘ the King ’, parents were escorted round the School bv 
their various young hopefuls. Many were the interesting experiments 
directed by present pupils in the laboratories which mystified both 
guests and staff, whilst the feminine mind was no doubt intrigued by 
the School kitchen.

J.A.R.

Prize L ist.
FORM VI Upper.—History (presented by the Chairman of 

tiovernors): T. H. Knighton; English: K. V. Bailey; French: I). E. A. 
Raven; Latin: B. L. Twelvetrees; Maths, and Chemistry: H. T. Seot- 
liorne; FORM Prize: A. J. Green.

FORM VI Lower.—Form Prize: C. R. Vann.
FORM V.—L. H. Morley, O. R. Otter, G. A. Whitby, W. F. Cald- 

beck, W. J. Clarke. O. Newbery, J. T. Graney, I). Xuttall, E. H. Sharpe. 
F. Shooter, W. Skeavington; Head Master's Prize: H. Burton.

FORM IVa.—K. A. Gourlny, S. Holgate. W. Keeling, J. C. Blroh- 
more, E. Sheward.

FORM IVb.—H. Stevenson, F. Walker. F. L. Pontin, W. Barnett, 
R. C. Cullen.

FORM IVe.—J. Briggs. It. Corbett, R. Allen.
FORM Ilia.—W. J. Baulkwill. G. D. A. Walford, It. Magna.v-Varley, 

K. W. May, G. E. Ullyatt.
FORM Illb.—C. II. Burnell, K. H. Lander, F. Parkin.
FORM m e .-N. J. Parry, A. H. Smithurst, A. R. Maddoek.
FORM Ha.—J. I). McKinley, W. Hayes, W. S. Dean, F. H. 

Reynolds, C. F. Ursell.
FORM lib.—F. A. Rowley, A. Storer, A. J. Shelton, W. E. Eason, 

A. B. Fletcher.
FORM lie.—G. A. Leivers, W. G. Todd. W. H. Evans. H. B. Herring. 
FORM Ilia.—Head Master’s Prize: ,T. H. Smith.
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ABER I.

For weeks the country as a whole had been crying out for water. 
On May 18th we got it!

On our arrival at “ Tyn-y-M wd” we found that the title 
was no misnomer. W e also found three stalwarts becomingly 
attired in bathing costumes and shorts, struggling against the wiles 
of the nine rainsoaked tents that were endeavouring to envelop 
them in their affectionate though somewhat discomfortinglv damp 
embrace. Even the lusty vocal efforts of those unfortunate members 
dumped with the “ impedimenta ” (and a few odds and ends of 
farmyard livestock) in the shelter of a neighbouring barn, failed 
to please Jupiter, and we settled down to a watery beginning which 
nevertheless failed to damp our enthusiasm.

The thoughts of camp bring back memories too fragrant and 
diffuse to be put down in writing. W hat mere pen can ever 
attempt to describe all that was crammed into that eventful week 
when boys and masters alike took full share of all that our pastoral 
home had to offer to us!

The weather was changeable. The mornings invariably started 
badly (two of them necessitating breakfast in bed — luxury highly 
appreciated by sundry members of the camp). In the afternoons, 
however, except for occasional periods when the rain worked 
overtime, the belated sun made bountiful retribution for his 
matutinal absence.

1 make no apology' for not recounting in detail the things 
that took place at Aber. Those who were there have their own 
peculiar reflections of its joys (aye, and even of its sorrows), for 
an al fresco livelihood has its joy touched by pain as much as 
has our daily common life. T o  those who do not know camp 
life I can merely say that they are missing much more than they 
ever imagine and can only know its pleasures by intimacy with it. 
Even School Dinners take on a lighter aspect when eaten in the 
open air, and the cry of “ seconds!”, or “ thirds” ! (“ Sevenths” I 
believe is the record) never fails to have a ready respone.

Apart from organized expeditions there were two outstanding 
characteristics which contributed largely to the success of the camp 
as a whole. The first of these was the Camp Fire on the Thursday 
night.

After much persuasion, one of our aspiring musicians opened 
what later proved to be a very enjoyable couple of hours by a 
rendering of his signature tunc on the mouth-organ “ Waggon-wheels 
carry me home ” (The Row let out receiving ample applause). 
“ Eleven more months . . .” seemed a popular favourite among
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the songs we sang, with “ The Three Jews ” in close rivalry, 
probably owing to the free and unbridled nature of its chorus. 
A “ ghost ” story, to which the dancing fire and the lowering dark
ness added a realistic touch, ended a happy evening.

The other incident I referred to was the “ sports ”, held on 
the Friday night. Long distance races, three-legged races, four
legged races, jockey races, rabbit-hopping races and other amusements 
contributed to what was probably the most enjoyable evening in 
camp. So easily did M r. Whittaker win the last-named event 
that it was furtively suggested that he had been receiving special 
training to that end in the gym.

But all good things come to an end. On the Saturday 
morning, bearing out kitbags and other “ relics ” (for further details 
apply to one of the unenviable nickname “ Bug ”), we said goodbye 
to the place that, judging by its pleasant brilliance on our last 
morning, was feeling more glad to be rid of us than we were to 
see the last of it.

W .J.C.

ABER II.
T o overlook the country-side from the crest of a hill is a 

glorious experience. In addition to enjoying the natural beauty 
of the scenery, we undergo the same fascination as that which 
makes a farmyard so interesting, the fascination of observing the 
ways of a contracted world. So it was with the hills surrounding 
the camp at Aber.

From one of them, a smooth-featured mountain, covered with 
dry bracken and springy turf, pleasant underfoot, the first things 
which can be seen are the silvery straits, with Anglesey dimly 
beyond, for a haze enwraps it, and at its side Puffin Island—like 
the tail of a gigantic whale—seemingly barren and desolate, the 
home of a few fishermen.

From its wooded mouth, upstream, the Aber river passes 
through a coastal plain of refreshing green fields, after which it 
skirts the village with its grey-stone cottages, and the Mwd, a 
grass-grown mound on which the castle of Llewellyn the Great 
used to stand. Continuing on its rock-strewn course, it runs past 
the camp, when the trees lining its banks become indistinguishable 
from those upon the hill sides.

From the camp three hills can be seen enclosing a valley, 
the only outlet to which appears to be the one near the camp. 
The trees on the hill to the left present many delicate shades of 
colour, ranging from dark brown to yellow. Among the light-grey, 
crystal-shaped rocks, their trunks find a precarious hold; indeed,
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many of them seem white and rotten. On the top, like a sentinel 
guarding the crest, is a stunted hawthorn bush. T o  the right 
is the second hill, some parts of which are covered with bracken 
but on others, where the ground is made boggy by numerous streams, 
many varieties of trees grow. As a contrast to these two, the central 
hill is grass-covered; its dull green turns to violet and purple as 
the sun sinks.

Near Lake Aber, another hill, topped by crags and overgrown 
with a peculiar species of red-flowered plant, overlooks a desolate 
landscape intersected by grey walls and sheep corrals, and only 
enlivened by the deep course of the stream. On the opposite side 
of the valley is a range similar to the one of which this hill forms 
a part, the light green of its surface occasionally darkening in the 
shadows of the low, fast-moving clouds. Rounding the broad
shoulder of the hill Aber Lake can be seen far below, an almost 
land-locked stretch of blue water, on the sides of which not a tree 
grows.

Such are the surroundings where we camp at Aber.
C.M . (Ilia).

THEY ALL WENT UP THE MOUNTAINS
BUT . . .  ?

On Wednesday morning at about nine-thirty, a party of 
fourteen (all good men and true) were to be seen assembled round 
the ’bus stop at Aber. One of the party, carrying a pack, was 
warned to guard the contents with his life. The warning was 
superfluous as anyone could tell, for the brawny lad carrying the 
pack was none other than the Wee Macgregor. The expedition 
mounted the bus to the cheers of both of the assembled people.

The mountaineers alighted from the bus at Gerlan in full 
view of some of the highest mountains in Wales. A slight rain 
which was falling made mackintoshes necessary. After a lengthy 
pow-wow with the oldest inhabitant (who prided himself on his 
English), tracks were made for the valley which led to the foot 
of the mountains. T o  arrive at the hills, innumerable bogs had 
to be traversed, much to everyone's discomfort. Every now and 
then, the noise of blasting was heard from the direction of the 
Bethesda quarries and although the noise was loud it was easily 
deadened by a similar noise (this from the budding mountaineers).

Amid varied encouragements from the pioneers*, the whole 
expedition then made an historic attempt on Foel Grach. At the

* N.B. The masters.
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first halt they were bathed in perspiration and at the second they 
were more than half dead. A scree was reached where the wind, 
which, until that moment, had been slight, nearly blew 
every good man (and true) off the ridge. Dewdrops stood out 
on every man’s eyelashes; the wind was so cold that hands became 
useless. Then came the clouds. Everything save the next man was 
blotted from view. After the heart of every young member of 
the expedition had been broken, a halt was called in the shelter of 
some crags. Then sandwiches were rationed out, and if you do 
not think that climbing is hungry work, you should have seen 
eleven boys scoff eleven ham sandwiches!

After lunch a try was made for the ridge leading to Carncdd 
Llewellyn. Then the fun began. How many miles the mountaineers 
did on the summit of Foel Grach, they will never know. After 
walking what seemed to be several miles, some one made the discovery 
that he was back at the dinner place. By this time almost the 
entire party was thoroughly miserable. After a brief consultation 
it was decided that discretion was the better part of valour, so 
after a long trek back over the mountains, the survivors, much 
sadder but wiser men, straggled into camp to be treated to a meal 
of piping hot stew.

J.S .W .T . (IVa)

AFTER THE WORST IS OVER
“ Come on, you laaads, turn in now, it’s 9 o’clock.” M r. H, 

complete with natty shorts and thin twitch, emerged from the masters' 
tent, a ferocious scowl on his handsome face, and looked round 
like a rhino ready to charge. The aforesaid lads, having tried 
unsuccessfully to get over the demoralising effects of their cocoa, 
drooped despondently towards their tents, some in shorts, and some 
in shirts, and some in swimming suits. The ‘ seniors ’ ambled
languidly towards their respective tents, where to all intents and
purposes they were perfectly useless, while the sad, suffering slaves, 
worn and weary with weighty work, straightened up the tent and 
unrolled, unpacked or unearthed their bedding.

Preparing one’s bedding was a serious problem, for if some 
was at the bottom of one’s kit-bag, as it usually was, it was
necessary to dig a way through towels, ‘ penny dreadfuls ’, shirts
and other impedimenta. B, for one, seemed to spend halt the 
night lacerating his blankets with a sort of miniature crowbar. 
Having been wished ‘ Goodnight! Heaven help you’ in a loud 
clear tone by the ‘ seniors ’ and having had the tent flap closed in 
such a way that a devastating blast of icy-cold air whistled and
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howled through the tents, the boys quickly changed into their pyjamas, 
plus sundry shirts, undershirts and pullovers and crawled into their 
blankets, glad at last to settle down for the night.

But was sleep forthcoming? NO, it was n o t! ! !  The first 
disturber of the peace was M r. U., who, with his large urn (six
pence, Wellworthits) came round, with evident glee, dishing out 
quinine.

“ Have you a cold?” “ No, sir.”
“ Have you a cold?” “ No, sir.”
“ Have you a cold?” “ Doh, sir.”
“ YOU must have some quinine! ”

M r. U. must have read the directions wrongly, because this quinine 
tasted like hot strong sulphuric acid, boiled with stale cabbage water.

After this came Messrs. H. and L., both looking as though 
they had done the 19th in 8, who inquired of us how many layers 
of groundsheet there were between us and the cold hard ground. 
After these unwelcome intrusions, we were spared any outside 
interference.

But what of the turmoil inside? The skirl of B’s mouth-organ, 
mixed with the worst lines of Big-Chief W ’s signature tune “ Where 
the deer and the aaantelope plaaay ” was enough to send a cold 
shiver down the back of a Thermos flask. This would be 
interrupted by a howl of sheer anguish from B, as, sinking back 
on his soft, fleecy pillow, his head came into contact with his 
mug-handle or the prongs of his fork. Again M. would bellow 
with pain as W ’s toe (big) bored into his back or when his boot, 
hurled unerringly from afar, took him neatly on the ear. At length, 
all pugnacity having apparently disappeared, we dropped, fell or 
rolled into sleep, sleep, drifting sleep, that sleep which is the outcome 
of utter weariness.

F.J.P. (IVa)

THE LIBRARY
It will probably come as a surprise to most people to learn 

that the weekly issue of books varies from 800 to 1000, the lesser 
number holding good for the summer term when, naturally, less 
time is spent on reading. Yet these are high figures and speak 
well for the way in which books are used by the whole school. 
They indicate, also, that books so constantly in use must get worn 
out in time and need replacing. For a ragged book is a hideous 
and unhygienic sight and unworthy of a library. This year the 
number of book withdrawals has been particularly heavy, though
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many of the books have had three and four year’s work. Altogether 
67 books have been withdrawn since January, 47 of them fiction, 
whilst 14 of the rest were considered useless and discarded as 
lumber. Most of the fiction has been replaced and it is interesting 
to note how healthy and unerring is the general taste. Mason, 
Buchan, Doyle, Jacobs, Quiller-Couch and Wells remain popular. 
Actually one of the chief difficulties of a librarian, once he has 
collected a good stock of fiction, is to know how to extend it. 
Usually he continues to replace the books that get worn, and to 
hope that an occasional new novel may be worth obtaining. For 
example, recently Masefield’s ‘ Bird of Dawning and Rose 
Macaulay’s ‘They Were Defeated ’ have been added.

There are some interesting additions to the non-fiction. In 
consequence of several demands Ordnance Survey Tourist Maps 
of Snowdon, the Peak District, the Lake District, Exmoor, Dartmoor, 
Land’s End, and the New Forest have been obtained and can be 
used for reference. Naturally, these maps cannot be borrowed, for 
the avid walker has been known to use his map both as an al fresco 
tea cloth and also as a sort of umbrella. The music section, too, 
has been considerably strengthened by books on musical technique, 
on orchestras, and by a few scores. All these reflect the increased 
interest in music throughout the School. Other notable additions 
are bound volumes of ‘ Punch ’, ‘ Discovery ’, ‘ Meccano Magazine ’ 
and the ‘ Illustrated London N ew s’ for the year 1933.

Once again tribute must be paid to the County Librarian for 
her kindness in helping to start a new advanced section of the 
County Library books. This term 176 books have been added 
specially for the use of Form VI. These books provide not merely 
some of the costly standard and authoritative works on syllabus 
subjects but also a mass of wide general reading so vital in advanced 
course work. Their range is tremendous; the Fugger News Letters. 
Elizabethan pamphlets, Churchill, Trotsky and A. N. Whitehead 
are there. I t is good to be able to record that already the response 
to such books is excellent.

Books that cannot be borrowed, either because of cost or of 
size have now an X marked on their backs. Another similar 
innovation has arisen out of the difficulty of putting in their correct 
places on the shelves those books with no author or editor, or 
with no clear indication of such on the cover. All these books 
have been given three letters, clearly marked so that they can be 
placed in such alphabetical notation.

This article, which seems to have done a lot of rambling, 
would, however, not be complete without a reference to those
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boys, mostly from IVa, who have helped greatly during the year 
by their keen efforts to do those numerous, and often uninteresting, 
little jobs of library routine. They can rest assured that all they 
have done was important, and that very much of the smooth 
working of the library was due to them and to the form librarians.

L ist of Books.
The following books have been presented to the Library:— 

J. W . T IM S O N  : McDougall, W . : Psychology.

D. CARPEN TER  : Bridges, T . C. and Tiltman, H. H . : More
Heroes of Modern Adventure.

M R. J . PE T C H  : Williamson, H . : Lone Swallows;
Companion to Shakespeare Studies.

M R .G .E . G O O D  ALL : Vinogradoff, P . : Commonsense and the 
Law.

W . T . ROSE : Kinglake, A. W . : Eothen.

T . H. A L L E N : Trollope, A .: Barchester Towers.

The following is a selected list of books added to the Library 
since last January : —

T H E O L O G Y : Ramsay, W . M . : St. Paul the Traveller.

SOCIOLOGY : Nichols, B .: Cry Havoc.

H ISTO R Y  : Gosse, P . : History of Piracy; Heard, G . : These 
Hurrying Years.

EN G LISH  : Partridge, E . : IVords. Words, Words; Best One 
Act Plays of 1933.

G EOG RA PH Y : Palmer, W . T . : Tramping in Derbyshire; 
Tramping in the Lake District; Winbolt, S .: Devon; Ordnance 
Survey Tourist Maps of Dartmoor, Exmoor, Snowdon, Land’s End, 
the Lake District, the New Forest, Peak District.

SCIENCE AND M A T H E M A T IC S : Taylor, F. S .: Young 
Chemist; Gail, O. W . : Romping Through Physics; Gardner, A. D .; 
Microbes and Ultramicrobes; Sandars, E. : Bird Book for the Pocket; 
Hill, A. V . : Living Machinery; Davidson, G . : A t Whipsnade Zoo.

A PPLIED  SCIENCE : Hawks, E . : Romance of the Merchant 
Ship; Hibben, T . : Carpenter’s Tool Chest; Short, G .; Wheel
wright’s Shop; St. J . Sprigg, C . : British Airways.
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FIN E ARTS AND A M U SE M E N T S: Craftsmen A ll; 
Wren, H. and I). Handcraft Pottery; Holland, A. K. Purcell: 
Varnum, W . H. Industrial Arts Design; Warner, F. F. Book of 
Cricket; Hadow, W . H. Sonata Form; Carse, A. School Orchestra; 
Dyson, G. New Music.

GENERALIA : Biographical Dictionary of Foreign Literature; 
B.B.C. Year Book 1934.

F IC T IO N  : Masefield, J . : Bird of Dawning; Macaulay, R . : 
They fVere Defeated; Murray, D . L. : English Family Robinson; 
Bowen, M . : Dickon: Wodeliouse, P. G . : Meet M r. Mulliner; 
Williamson, H . : Pathway: Raymond, E. : Tell England; Hartc, 
B .: Short Stories; Watts-Dunton, T . : Aylwin: Sienkiewicz, H . : 
Quo Vadisf Quiller-Couch, A. C . : Delectable Duchy; Mason, 
A. E. W . : A t the Villa Rose.

NEW ASPECT OF SHAKESPEARE
We have lately heard much prosaic diatribe and have had 

any amount of voluminous biographies by highbrow professors 
literally crammed down our already overcrammed throats concerning 
this man Shakespeare.

The Shakespearian fruits of the literary branches of the tree 
of knowledge have been borne in the last decade into a plentiful 
repast, and so that such a bounteous harvest may not be borne to 
blush unseen or waste its sweetness on the dessert air (so to speak) 
we poor unfortunate individuals have eaten of our fill and 
“ surfeiting, the appetite has sickened and so died.”

So many different opinions have been put forward concerning 
Shakespeare that no one quite knows who or what he was, and I, 
who have been making a careful study of this all-important question, 
am prepared to give the results of my extensive research, and reveal 
through the vastness of my knowledge and insight the great man 
in his true colours. The etymologising moonshine of the grey- 
bearded highbrows is doubtless costly to purchase but for the sake 
of enlightment in our literary darkness I intend to hit the nail 
on the head, probe to the root this matter, extract the kernel 
from the shell and the fly from the ointment, etc., etc. ad lib., 
entirely free of charge. (Please sign on the dotted line stating 
whether M r. Mrs. or Miss).

Are we all ready . . . .  You’ve taken a couple of aspirins? 
O.K. Then hold tig h t:
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Shakespeare was a Footballer !!

Doubtless of course he had some strains of poetry about him; 
in fact he was fairly high-class at that sort of thing, and this 
poetical and chimerical touch was for ever being practised on the 
football field and later (in his spare time) inserted into his dramatic 
efforts. But his numerous quotations prove down to the ground 
that he was an ardent leather-chaser.

Why, the very first quotation I have to hand proves it without 
the slightest grounds for doubt when he tells us : ' 7  have appliances 
and means to boot"  1 So much for his preparations for the game. 
Next we take a look at him on the field and find that the 
opponent’s centre-forward is running rings round him, causing him 
to charge him as "  one who plays such fantastic tricks before high 
heaven as make the angels weep." Soon after, he receives a hefty 
kick on the shin and with a prolonged howl yells out, "  Hath this 
fellow no feeling of his business," and is immediately charged by 
the centre-half and goes over like a nine-pin exclaiming woefully: 
“ How subject we men are to lying," which he later inserts into 
* Hamlet ’. He rises unsteadily with staggering knees, "  together 
with the most weak hams,” as he tersely expresses it.

Another of his well-known phrases, "  Give him a little earth 
for charity," is a topical allusion to the mud slinging of the day 
which took place behind the referee’s back.

Alas! in the course of the game his clothing gets ripped and 
looking dejectedly at his tattered garments he says: " And thus I  
clothe my naked villainy with odd, old ends."

"  Put your course into some frame ", was a popular cry of 
the supporters of the day, the ‘ frame ’ of course being the ‘ goal ’ 
of his endeavours, and when things were going badly and the 
crowd was barracking, Shakespeare would mutter to himself, "  I  
understand a fury in your words but not the words."

A phrase in * A Midsummer Night’s Dream ’—" This is Ercle’s 
vein," is accounted for by some gore that he once got on his hand 
after a tussle for the ball with the opposing goalkeeper in which 
the said goalkeeper’s nose came off decidedly second best.

After a brilliant solo run ending with a magnificent goal we 
hear him panting ou t: "  The heaving of my lungs provokes me to 
ridiculous smiling," which is duly transferred to ‘ Love’s Labours 
Lost ’; whilst with regard to the referee he says "  His own opinion 
is his law.”

Once he apparently deputised as goalkeeper. This may be 
proved by the fact that on seeing an opponent advancing he yelled 
out, "  E t tu Brute," (And you, you Brute), all the time thinking
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to himself, "  I  have to go where the devil drives/ '  "  Even in the 
aim and very flash of i t" .  On taking a penalty kick he addresses 
the ball, “ And thou shall like an airy spirit go. Swifter than arrow 
from the Tartar's toe," or something to that effect anyhow. The 
phrase, "  From my heart strings I  love the lovely bully," is 
undoubtedly a reference to the beef tea after the match.

Finally, we have conclusive proof that Portsmouth had a 
nourishing team in Shakespeare’s day for he says "  Do you not see 
‘ Pornpey ’ is uncasing for the combat "; also "  most rare Pompey, 
most renowned Pompey, Stir them on ! stir them on !"

Here then, I hope to have succeeded in confounding all critics 
in establishing the true light regarding Shakespeare, and if only 
professors would realise that he was human and not a person who 
lived to write literature for the torture of the long-suffering 
adolescent, how much more pleasant our Shakespearian studies would 
be made.

W .J.C.

LINO CUT BY D. SANDERSON, 2b.
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THE RABBIT’S CRICKET MATCH
Alone in the pavilion, feeling like a half-drowned rat,
I wait until I ’m called upon to go out there and bat;
(Did I say bat? then my mistake : I should have said “ perform ” : 
And when my show is over you should hear the captain storm). 
Fielding all the afternoon and having dropped three ‘ sitters 
Now, dreaming what I ’d like to do to half-a-dozen bitters.
My number is eleven and the tenth man’s just gone in.
(Why do they make me play this game? It really is a sin.) 
A ruddy flash; a blinding light; another batsman’s out;
Oh jumping Jeremiah! it’s my turn to have a clout.
I choose my bat with care and firmly buckle on my pads;
(I hope the other side respect the Old School Tie, the cads.)
The vanquished batsman’s just come in, but he’s made twenty-four; 
“ Beware the bowler’s brawny arm !” Quoth I, “ Excelsior!”
I come from the pavilion with a look of dauntless vigour,
(Oh L ord! I bet that girl in blue is laughing at my figure) 
Honour from the pale-faced moon I ’m now about to pluck. 
(My sainted aunt! I hope I don’t collect another duck!)
Well, I ’ve taken my position, well prepared to die or do, 
Now why on earth’s that umpire grinning like a ghastly gnu ? 
“ Oh, standing in my wicket, am I ? Give a man a chance! ”
I now impress the field with a haughty sort of glance.
The bowler’s just about to bow l: gosh! what a wicked snorter! 
The darn thing simply wouldn’t curl just where I thought it oughter. 
(Yes, I know, you awful cads, that rhyme was simply rotten.
But I ’ve used my poet’s license; tied it round my neck with cotton.) 
Well, just as I was saying, I didn’t see the ball,
Came a sort of click behind me, and, dear brethren, that was all. 
1 wend my weary way once more; experience dearly bought,
The setting sun lights up the board recording ‘ last man nought ’. 
My number was eleven and the last man’s just been in;
(IVhy do they make me play this game? it really is a sin I)

J.A.R. (Va)
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THE POETIC POLICEMAN

W rites Poetry to the M oon on H is Evening Beat.

The rather small but flourishing village of Friedfishschafen 
stands some miles away from Lake Constant in the kingdom of 
Hurtemburg, South-West Germany. It is well situated for it 
stands on the main road between Chipschafen and the River Vinegar 
in Russia. The nearest railway runs about twenty miles away 
whilst the nearest river flows within ten miles. The population 
of Friedfishschafen is rather large, being as near as can be estimated 
(a census being one of the wonders of the past) twenty-seven, 
including the village constable. This latter person has a busy time 
what with the speedy vehicles of modern times (generally horse- 
drawn carts) passing through the village at the rate of ten per 
fortnight, the village urchins, the one-man band and traffic jams.

Inuring his spare time, which is generally in the evenings, 
H err Friedrich Heinrich Alexander von Thunderboldt, the constable, 
has developed the habit of composing poetry to the Moon in the 
usual musical language of this German village. The place which 
he usually frequents for his devoted work is a stile about a mile 
north-by-south of the village. From this point of vantage and 
with the help of a much battered threepenny microscope, a mirror 
and a piece of smoked glass, he can see the little-known planet 
of the Moon quite distinctly. In case of sudden inspiration, he 
has equipped his streamlined 1856 model bicycle with a desk lid 
(bought specially from the shop of Herr Marken Spencer), some 
sheets of paper and a special “ Never-sharp ” pencil. The advantage 
of this ingenious invention is that it does not interfere with the 
working of the bicycle. When Friedrich wants either to turn a 
corner or to stop the motion of the cycle he has only to leap to 
the ground, remove the desk lid, turn the corner, or apply the 
brakes and then replace the lid, retaining the balance of the cycle 
while performing these antics. At first he was unable to do this 
successfully but now, after much practice, he has, except for 
forgetting the first or last actions, perfected the operation.

His first poem, “ How Green is the Moon ” was not altogether 
a success in the village; nevertheless, by common consent he was 
proclaimed “ Poet Laureate ”. The second attempt of this famous 
policeman, entitled “ Ode to the Moon ”, met with the general 
approval of the inhabitants of Friedfishschafen—

“ O  Moon, O Moon, how beautifully green 
You’re the best piece of cheese as ever I ’ve seen.”
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He improved his style to such an extent that (by consent of the 
villagers) he sent his masterpiece to the “ Berlin Times The 
reply to this was not a little disheartening for the only words 
which could be understood were “ too long ”, “ sentimental ”, “ fool ”, 
“ Idiot ” and something about “ Nazi poems wanted The 
constable has since sent several others to the editor in Berlin, the 
latest of which he wrote in quite an original style—

“ O Lunen, O  Lunen, to-yu iwill voldt,
Friedrich Heinrich von Thunderboldt.”

(The reply to this has not yet arrived.)

From the time when he first began composing in 1915, Herr 
Thunderboldt has devoted all his efforts to bring the inhabitants of 
Friedfishschafen to worship the Moon, and, except for twenty-five, 
he has had tremendous success. In time, he hopes to spread the 
doctrine of Moon-worship to the rest of Germany but this he can 
only achieve by disclosing the secrets and intricacies to, and gaining 
the interest of, Herr Adolph Hitler who the villagers have heard 
is the leader of Sun-worship in Berlin.

D.W . (IVa)

THE SARDINE W H O  SUFFERED FROM 
CLAUSTROPHOBIA

Deep down in the waters of a great ocean, in a sea vast and 
exposed, a little sardine was swimming. He was a very small one, 
and yet he looked tired of life and tired of everything, for his face 
was puckered and doleful, at least, as puckered and doleful as a 
little sardine’s face could be. I t wore this expression because deep 
down in his heart he had a great fear, a fear of schools of whales, 
a fear of shoals of mackerel, a fear even of forests of sea dandelions. 
He feared also the deep, dark, mysterious caverns, the holds and 
cabins of wrecked ships and the insides of beer bottles.

As soon as he had been born he had fled or at least swum from 
his brothers and sisters, uncles and aunts, grandmothers and grand
fathers, and the rest of his relatives because there was such a crowd 
of them.

Here he was then, swimming idly and yet not being idle, all 
alone, and yet not lonely, in the middle of a great ocean, in a sea 
vast and exposed. In this ocean, this tempestuous sea, there were 
ships and seaslugs, whales and winkles, mackerel and mudworms 
and yet there was quite a lot of room left for this little sardine, 
but he, being selfish, as little sardines are, wanted still more. He
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was also foolish, as little things are, and as he swam he just thought 
about nothing, and of what a great and wonderful thing nothing is. 
He did not think of where he was going, because that was something, 
and had nothing to do with nothing.

All at once a big black shadow appeared, all round him, and 
although he was thinking, he noticed it, because it reminded him 
of nothing. Now while the little sardine was wondering what the 
shadow as and whether it was something or nothing, the something 
that was up above making the shadow rolled his eyes round. This 
made the whale, for such it was, see the little sardine, and because 
he was feeling hungry, he thought he would like to eat the little 
sardine. So the little sardine, saw the shadow move and he realised 
that it was something and then two big rows of teeth appeared 
in front of him and he felt frightened because he knew it was a 
whale. Before he had time to think any more the whale had 
swallowed him whole. This made him feel terrified, and the fear 
came right up from the bottom of his heart because the inside of 
the whale was like a deep, dark, mysterious cavern and there were 
quite a few mackerel with him and a whole forest of sea dandelions 
seemed to be growing all round him. Then he thought of the holds 
and cabins of wrecked ships and remembered that there is always 
an opening in these. So he swam round and round, and up and 
down, as fast as his terror would let him, until, at last, right at the 
top, he found a hole. I t was only a little hole, but he was only 
a little sardine, and so he swam up and up till he reached a grating, 
to stop little fishes escaping. This made him more afraid, and he bit 
the side of the hole in his terror and got a mouthful of the whale’s 
brain, from the compartment where the whale put his special ideas. 
This gave the little sardine more sense and so he bit the grating and 
escaped and swam away from the whale.

W ith the bit of whale’s brain he thought of many things. He 
knew that all sardines are either eaten by whales or packed in boxes 
and eaten by men and he did not even like to think of these things and 
so he thought of a wonderful way of escaping both the whales and 
the men. He thought he would kill himself! So, having made up 
his mind, this little foolish sardine, with a face no longer puckered 
and thoughtful, but young and happy, all his fears having been 
squashed by the piece of whale’s brain, swam into a bed of sea 
nettles, which grow six times as high and six times as strong as 
land nettles, and stung himself to death.

L.B. (IVa)
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WORM’S EYE VIEW OF THE TEST MATCH
I arrived at T rent Bridge on Saturday in the bleak and early 

morn, or so it seemed; though actually it was a warm morning with 
the June sun doing its best to make us forget there ever had been 
such a thing as rain. I joined the end of a queue which seemed to 
stretch far away beyond the dim horizon. Of course, it was really 
no more than a hundred yards long. After an interminable wait 
we moved forward a few paces and then stood still again. By 
repeating this process at intervals I managed to gain the turnstiles. 
After fumbling through all my pockets I went into a cold sweat of 
fear, and did not become calm again until I found my money in the 
most improbable place—in my hand.

Once inside the ground my difficulties were magnified a 
thousand times. Disintegrated, almost impersonally, I became part 
of an excited mob, which seemed obsessed with the sole idea of 
getting a seat, and a good seat too, and keeping it. I was tossed 
about like a scrap of wood on a stormy sea. I was pushed one way, 
pulled another, had my toes trodden on by the man in front of me 
who looked like a bookmaker whose hobby was undertaking; the 
fat lady behind me stuck her elbows in my ribs and wheezed and 
puffed like a grampus down my neck; I had my shins kicked and 
hacked by all and sundry, and as the crowning indignity of all, I 
was told by a stout policeman, who had been distracted by running 
to and fro, trying to keep the crowd still, that I was not to push!! !

When eventually we did get seats, that only increased the 
trouble. I was squeezed in between a corpulent gentleman on my 
right, whose sole ambition seemed to be to wipe his forehead with a 
hideous red handkerchief, and to hold on his lap, as if it were a 
baby, a large carrier filled with food, and, on my left, a man who 
looked like a retired prizefighter, the sort of fellow one sees in 
bad dreams, with hooked nose, two large ragged ears and a pair of 
intently glowering eyes. He was dressed in a coat of hideous check 
pattern, contrasted in his nether parts by a pair of breeches which 
had obviously seen service with several dustmen; round his neck 
was knotted a tie, which defied inspection without smoked glasses. 
It was of a bright red colour, and superimposed upon it were various 
designs in bright blue and yellow. This singular individual kept 
exhorting me to “ Squeeze up there a bit, youngster ”.

In front of me was a lady of ample proportions. I hesitate to 
use any other term.

W hat I saw of the Test Match consisted entirely of the 
play during the periods when this lady turned her head to converse 
with her neighbours. Such is life, or rather Test Match life!

H.A.F. (IVb)
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RUGBY, 1 9 3 3 -1 9 3 4

Judged purely from a record of matches won and lost, the 
last season was a fairly successful one with good victories to balance 
unsatisfactory defeats. The loss of Nuttall at stand-off half was 
a serious blow so early in the season and after Hall had left at the 
same time, it was not easy to find a satisfactory full-back. However, 
the School team did pull together and show on one or two 
occasions periods of play which indicated that the appreciation of 
Rugby Football in its better forms is beginning to reveal to some 
of the players the great possibilities for enjoyment, both physical 
and mental, which the game provides. There is still much to be 
done in acquiring a surer skill in the mechanical handling and 
kicking of the ball but that will come with practice and it is 
pleasing to record that all the School Fifteens were keen and regular 
in such practice. The real need in the School now is that boys shall 
take a deeper interest in the lore and spirit of the game, since they 
will never know to the full the great feeling of satisfaction it can 
give until they are as familiar with all its branches as they are 
with those of cricket; until they talk about a reverse pass with 
the same familiarity and fervour as they do about a leg-break.

W e are very glad to be able to congratulate our Captain, 
C. R. Vann, upon gaining his Colours for the Nottingham Public 
School-boys.

School XV G ames.
CHESTERFIELD GRAMMAR SCHOOL. September 30tli (A)

The flrst match of the season at Chesterttold has always been 
somewhat disastrous for the School, and this season’s game proved 
no exception. The team had to take the field with Nuttall at stand-ofT 
half and never seemed able to settle down and hold the speedy wing 
men opposed to them. The School tackling was weak and attacking 
movements broke down after two boys had handled the hall. Tries 
were scored, following forward play, by Vann (2) and Keeling.

Lost 38.
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ALDERMAN NEWTON’S SCHOOL. October 7th (H)
The School pack got together from the beginning and were able 

to provide the backs witli plenty of passes. Consequently three tries 
were scored by the backs—two of them by a wing three-quarter— 
and, if the attempts at conversion hud been more successful, the score 
would have shown more correctly the advantage the School held. 
This game showed that the 1st XV' could, with careful practice, 
produce Itugby of a fair standard. Tries were scored by Brown, C. (21, 
Xuttall, Aram, Fetch. Nuttall converted one. Won 17—0.
HIGH PAVEMENT SCHOOL. October 11th ( I I I

A disappointing game in which neither side was able to develop 
any satisfactory attacking play by the bucks. The School did open
out the game on some occasions but, on the whole, the forwards
scrambled the ball about without any definite aim. Tries were scored 
by Dexter, Xuttall and Aram. Nuttall converted one. Won 11—(5. 
HUCKNALL CLUB. October 28th (A)

A scrappy forward game in which little Rugby Football was 
seen. The backs rarely obtained the ball and could not make ground 
even when they had it. The School forwards put up a very good 
show against a much heavier pack and they deserved to do better 
than lose by a penalty goal. Lost 0—3.
NEWARK MAGNUS SCHOOL. (November lltli (A)

Weak tackling and bad position play were responsible for the 
heavy defeat of the School. Newark had two fast wingers and when 
they had the ball either their course was left open or their opposite 
number tried to make a weak tackle which had no effect. The School 
forwards again played well especially In the loose. Tries were scored 
by Carpenter, Brown, E. and Fetch. Lost 9—28.
ADDISON CLUB. November 18tli (A)

The School forwards gained possession of the ball in the scrums 
and the backs were constantly attacking. The wet ball made handling 
difficult but the opposing team lacked experience and the School was 
able to score repeatedly. Tries were scored by Mr. Boyden (4), Mr. 
Newitt (2), Arum (S), Vann and Keeling. Mr. Newitt converted three.

Won 31)—3.
LEICESTER UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. November 22nd (H)

The School forwards, led by Mr. Boyden, played a rousing game, 
packing tight and low. The backs were thus given many opportunities 
and the strong running of Mr. White at stand-off half was a constant 
menace to the College backs. The fact that eight tries out of nine 
were scored by the backs shows that the attacking machinery of the 
School was working well and that the forwards were controlling 
every phase of their game. A pleasing game! Tries were scored by 
Mr. White (2), Mr. Newitt (2), Mr. Harris (2), Mr. Boyden, Carpenter 
and Morris. Mr. Newitt converted three and kicked a penalty goal.

Won 36—3.
HIGH PAVEMENT SCHOOL. November 29th (A)

This was the first School match in which Nuttall and Hall did not 
play, and although Williams did quite well, the smooth working of the 
hack division was obviously upset and a certain lack of thrust was 
evident In the centre. The forwards played hard all through but the 
backs could not make headway against the close marking of the 
opposing line. The weather conditions were opposed to good, open 
football. Tries were scored by Gee and Jordan. Fetch converted one.

Lost 8—16.
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HUCKNALL CLUB. December 2nd <H)
A scrappy name in which not more than three combined movements 

of any length were seen among the backs. The ploy was keen— 
perhaps over-keen and the quality of the football sufTered. Tries were 
scored by Mr. Hoyden, Mr. Harris and Peteh. Mr. Newltt converted 
one and Mr. Burnham dropped a goal. Won 15—4.
ADDISON CLUB. January 27th (Hi

Against an inexperienced side, the School, with a side which 
included no musters, oiiened out the game and ran so strongly that they 
scored fourteen tries, of which ten were scored by the bucks. The 
scorers were Carpenter (4), Brown, C. (2), Morris (2), Williams (2), 
Uee, Aram, Bose and Vann. Two were converted by Vann.

Won 40-0.
NEWARK MAGNUS SCHOOL. February 10th (H)

This fixture produced the most exciting match of the year and 
it may be said of the School that they played their best football of the 
season against good opposition. Itight from the beginning the School 
halves were trying to open out the game and the backs ran hard and 
straight, flood tackling and some mls-titning of passes kept down the 
score but Carpenter. Morris and Ledger showed that they laid learnt 
the value of going for the line. The forwards played hard and Wulford 
had a good first mutch. Tries were scored by Ledger (2), Carpenter 
and Walford. Vann converted one. Won 14—10.
NOTTINGHAM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE ‘A ’ XV. February 14th (H) 

The opposition provided by the College this year was fur better 
than that of the two previous years hut. even so, the School might 
have made the game closer, if Mr. Bevill had not been compelled to 
leave the field after five minutes. The forwards of the College were 
much heavier than the School pack and gained possession in practically 
every scrum. Consequently the hacks were always defending hut it 
must be added that they did this with a most creditable show of spirit. 
The whole team tried hard until the final whistle went, but was beaten 
by superior speed and weight. Mr. Hoyden scored a try which Mr. 
Burnham converted. Lost 5—19.
ALDERMAN NEWTON’S SCHOOL. F ebruary  17th (A)

It was quite evident at the lieginning of the game that the School 
was affected by the two strenuous games within five days against 
Newark and the College. The forwards seemed listless and slow and the 
backs could not carry out any movements which were capable of 
producing a try. The opposing hacks were quick ami were able to 
pierce the School defence. Lost 8—16.
LEICESTER UNIVERSITY COLLEGE. March 10th (A)

A weaker side than that which played in the match at home was 
sent but a most enjoyable game resulted. At half time the School was 
six points down hut in the second half the whole team played with 
good spirit and Just managed to win by one point. Tries were scored 
by Mr. Boyden and Mr. Harris. Mr. Harris converted both.

Won 10—9.

1st. XV Notes.
•ftVANN (Captain: Forward). He has proved a most inspiring 

captain and leader of the pack. Benefittlng from his experience 
in the Public School matches, he has helped to raise the standard* 
of the 1st XV football and has never spared himself in matches or 
iu practice.
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tJPETCH (Forward). He Is “ up with the ball”, and u forward 
cannot hope for much better praise. He is obviously thinking 
ahead and much is expected of him in the future.

SMITH, W. H. (Full Back). A sound tackier but slow to take up 
new positions. His kicking was not always sure in direction.

LEDGER (Wing Three-quarter). A much improved player who did 
not refuse to go for the line. He must try to improve his kicking.

ICARPENTEK (('entre Three-quarter). He continued to improve 
and his thrustful running gained many tries. His tackling was 

sound and lie combined well with Morris.
8MOKRIS (Centre Three-quarter). His tackling was sound and his 

running elusive but Ids giving of passes was not timed quite as 
accurately as it should have been.

WILLIAMS (Stand-Off Half). A plucky player who used a good 
cut-through on occasion. He must try to get off the mark inure 
quickly.

BROWN, E. S. (Scrum Half). He never refused to stand up to the 
hardest pack of forwards or play out the hardest game. His 
passes from the scrum should be stronger.

$GEE (Forward). He improved considerably in his appreciation of 
the game and was very valuable in the line out. A little more 
tire in the 11wise was needed.

8KEEL1NG (Forward). He had a variable season. Generally he 
was up with the hull and ready to carry on a movement. He 
must avoid running back from a line-out.

8ARAM (Forward). He worked well both in the tight and loose. 
He should try to gain more control in kicking and dribbling.

SJORDAN (Forward). He played some very good games and was 
a great help to the side. He still needs to think ahead.

BATES (Forward). He used Ids height well In the line out and 
showed general improvement.

DEXTER (Forward). He played well in the tight and was often 
prominent in loose rushes. He needs to show more tire.

[Xuttall and Hall played in every match until November 11th and 
Maddock played from November 11th until the end of the Autumn 
term. Catlow. Rose, Brown, and Walford also appeared for the 
1st XV.]

• =  colours 1931-32; t  =  colours 1932-33; t =  colours 1933-34:
{ =  half-colours 1933-34.

Colts’ XV.
Special mention may be made of the • Under 15 ’ team, which 

played and won live matches and scored 195 points to 14.
‘ UNDER 14’:—

High Pavement School (A) lxist 0 — 29
Newark Magnus School (A) Lost 0 — 12
High Pavement School (H) Lost — 34
Newark Magnus School (H) Lost 8 — 9
Nottingham High School (H) Won 15 — 8
Chestertleld Grammar School (H) Won 18 — (1
Nottingham High School (A) Lost 0 — 14
Chestertleld Grammar School (A) Won 9 — 3

UNDER 15’;—
Nottingham High School (H) Won 15 — 14
Humphrey Perkin's School (A) Won 54 — 0
Chestertleld Grammar School (H) Won 52 — 0
Ashbourne Grammar School (H) Won 30 — 0
Chesterfield Grammar School (A) Won 44 — 0
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BOXING
In the semi-final of the Perry Boxing Cup the School was 

drawn against High Pavement School. The contests should have 
taken place “ at home ”, but circumstances compelled us to box 
“ away ”

Under the aegis of Inspector Dunkerley the School team had 
prepared strenuously and despite the frantic efforts of one of our 
representatives to get rid of a few unwanted ounces at the last 
moment, the whole team was fit.

A very even contest ensued, although our opponents won by five 
events to four. It is true that we were disappointed, but to the 
credit of the whole team it can be said that winning or losing they 
never forgot the scientific principles of boxing.

R E SU L T S.
Bratton (H.M.) V . •Nairn (H.P.)
Attwood (H.M.) V . •Bindley (H.P.)

•Orchard (H.M.) V . Woodward (H.P.)
Lowe (H.M.) V . •Towle (H.P.)

•Brown, O. (H.M.) V . Woodhead (H.P.)
Brown, E. S. (H.M.) V . •Daws (H.P.)

•Rowlett (H.M.) V . Carlisle (H.P.)
•Dexter (H.M.) V . Herod (H.P.)
Jordan (H.M.) V . •Fletcher (H.P.)

* denotes the winner.

CROSS COUNTRY RACES
The third annual cross-country races were held on Wednesday, 

28th March, when 342 boys turned out to compete for their Houses 
over the various courses which remained much the same as in 1933.

J uniors.
In this section there were 99 boys who completed the course. 

Actually it was the best finish of the three, for although the six 
leaders remained almost unchanged throughout, no more than seven 
yards covered the first, second and third at the finishing post. Brooks 
winning by three yards from Shaw and Peirce.
RESULT: 1, Brooks (Y ); 2, Shaw (B ); 3, Peirce (Y) ; 4. Fish (It); 

5, Baker (B) ; 6, Reeve (Y). Time: 20 mins. 23 secs.

High standard points were awarded to the first twenty boys, and 
low standard points to those who came in from 21-50.
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M iddles.
As usual this was the largest section, 149 boys finishing. Second 

in the race last year, Beardsall won comfortably this time as a good 
hundred yards separated him from the next to finish. This was 
Sanderson who reached the final lap third, made up the intervening 
distance and fought out the last 50 yards with Hayes to win by 
two yards.
RESULTS: 1, lieardsull (R ); 2, Sanderson (Y) ; 3, Hayes (I t); 

4, Atkins (B ); 5, Hodgkinson (R ); 0, Beech (R).
High standard points were awarded to the first 18 boys; low 

standard points to those who came in from 19-60.

Seniors.
In the past two years this had not been a particularly inspiring 

race. This time, however, the seniors ran worthily, so that of the 
94 boys who completed the course, 60 gained standard points. It is 
true that Brown won as easily as he did a year ago, but the 
competition among the others was excellent, many splendid finishes 
being seen.
RESULT: 1. Brown (B) ; 2, I’nrkin (It); 3, Clarke (G) ; 4. Keeling (It); 

5, Coates (It) : 6. Best (It).

High standard points were awarded to the first 23 boys; low 
standard points to those who came in from 24-60.

R F S U L T S
JUNIORS: 1, Yellow 804 ; 2, Blue 508; 3, Green 482; 

4, Red 359.
MIDDLES: 1, Red 1435 ; 2, Yellow 1281; 3. Blue 1203; 

4, Green 1067.
SENIORS: 1, Red 583 ; 2, Yellow 467 ; 3. Green 440; 

4, Blue 330.
FINAL POINTS: 1, Yellow 2552 ; 2. Red 2377 ; 3, Blue 2099:

4, Green 1989.

ATHLETIC SPORTS
The main alteration in the arrangement of this year’s sports 

consisted in the division of the School into four groups instead of 
six. Such a change was advisable as it was found almost impossible 
to work the former division now that the School has grown so much 
in numbers. Furthermore, the mile race has been cut out, and there 
was no half-mile for boys under 14.6. Standards, however, remained 
much the same as in 1933.
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The finals in all events were held on Thursday, 22nd March, 
when the actual results varied little from last year’s, except in the 
high jumps where there was a pleasing improvement throughout, 
and in the long jumps where the decline was very noticeable. 
This latter should be an interesting event, yet few boys, especially 
seniors, bother much about it. None of the seniors, moreover, 
can be looked upon as good sprinters.

Results.
100 yds. (under 12.6): 1. Johnson, F. J. (G) ; 2, Ottey, (Y) ; 3, Vickers 

(B) ; Time: 13 secs.
(under 14.6): 1, Dobson (Y) ; 2, Bratton (G); 3, Jackson (G);

Time: 12 3/5 secs.
(under 16.0) : 1, Carpenter (Y) ; 2, Shurpe (G) ; 3, Robinson 

(G); Time: 12 secs.
(over 16.0): 1, Brown, C. (B) ; 2, Best ( R ) : 3, Petch (R); 

Time: 11 2/5 secs.
220 yds. (underlZ6) : 1, Johnson, P. J. (G); 2, Ottey (Y ) ; 3, Thompson. 

G. W. (Y) ; Time: 30 2/5 secs.
(under 14.6) : 1, Jew ( B ) ; 2, Hayes (R ) ; 3, Bratton (G) ;

Time: 30 1/5 secs.
(under 16.0) : 1, Carpenter (Y) ; 2, Ledger (R ) ; 3, Sharpe (G);

Time: 27 4/5 secs.
(over 16.0) : 1, Petcli (R ) ; 2, Dexter (G) ; 3, Birchmore ( B ) ; 

Time: 28 secs.
440 yds. (under 12.6) : 1, Fish (R) ; 2, Arrand (Y) ; 3, Whittaker (Y) ; 

Time: 77 3/5 secs.
(under 14.6): 1, Hayes ( R ) ; 2, Bunker (Y ) ; 3, Jew ( B ) ;

Time: 67 3/5 secs.
(under 16.0) : 1, Alien, T. H. (G) ; 2, Parkin (R) ; Time: 64 secs, 
(over 16.0): 1, Brown, C. ( B ) ; 2, Clarke, W. J. (G) ; 3, Barnett 

(R ) ; Time: 62 secs.
880 yds. 1, Brown, C. ( B ) ; 2, Clarke, W. J. (G); 3. Parkin

( R ) ; Time: 2 min. 20 secs.
High Jump.

(under 12.6): 1, Howitt (G): 2, Downes (G); 3, Johnson, H .H.
Height: 4 ft. 3 Ins.

(under 14.6) : 1, Bates (R) ; 2, Johnson, C. F. (G); 3, Frost (G) 
and Kelham (R ) ; Height: 4 ft. 6 Ins.

(under 16.0): 1, Allen, T. H. (G); 2, Robinson (G); 3, Knight 
(Y) and Pontin (G): Height: 4 ft. 9 Ins.

(over 16.0) : 1. Catlow (B) and Jordan (Y ) ; 3, Dexter (G); 
Height : 5 ft.

Long Jump.
(under 12.6): 1, Ledger (Y ) ; Distance: 10 ft. 6J ins.
(under 14.6): 1, Osborne ( R ) ; 2. Allen, C. W. ( B ) ; 3, Bratton 

(G) ; Distance: 14 ft. 10 ins.
(under 16.0): 1, Britton (It); 2, Robinson (G) ; 3, Knight (Y) ;

Distance: 16 ft. 3 ins.
(over 16.0): 1. Williams (R ) ; 2, Dexter (G) ; 3, Clarke (R ) ; 

Distance: 15 ft. 51 ins.
Putting the Shot. 1. Catlow (B ) ; 2, Rowley (O) ; 3, Jordun (Y) ; 

Distance: 20 ft. 4 ins.
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Throwing the Cricket Ball.
(under 12.6) : 1. Chambers (B ) : 2, Johnson, F. J. (G); and 

W ood (ll) ; Instance: 53 yds. 1 ft. 7 ins.
(under 14.6) : 1, Buck (Y) ; 2, Hart (B ) ; 3, Dench (Y ) ;

Distance: 70 yds. 1 ft.
(under 16.0): 1. Poole (Y ) ; 2, Thompson (G) ; 3, Harrison ( B ) ; 

Distance: 72 yds. 2 ft. 1 ins.
FINAL POINTS:

1, Yellow, 525 ; 2, Green. 500 ; 3. Bed, 483 : 4, Blue, 406.

INTER-SCHOOL SPORTS
Early in 1934 it was decided that school competition in 

athletics, similar to that in boxing, should be started. So a 
Nottingham and District Secondary Schools Athletic Association 
was formed, comprising Mundella, High Pavement, West Bridgford 
Schools and ourselves. As a result an inter-schools sports meeting 
was held at Highfields on the last day but one of the spring term, 
Tuesday, 27th March.

I t  was an excellent day where the weather was concerned and 
there can be no doubt that most of those present enjoyed themselves. 
The four schools were well matched so that not until towards the 
end of the afternoon could it be seen that the issue lay between the 
two county schools. Indeed, with one event to go, the 440 senior 
relay, West Bridgford led by eight points; which meant that the 
Henry Mellish School had to win that event in order to gain 
the day. I t was not to be, however; the school four finished second, 
and so were second in the final points. That was a very satisfactory 
state of affairs, better than had been expected.

The School team was as follows : —
Seniors: Brown, C., Johnson, R., Clarke, W. J., Carpenter, D., Dexter, J., 

Allen, T. H., Parkin, F., Barnett, W„ Petch, E„ Robinson, F. W.. 
Catlow, C. E„ Jordan, E. A., Williams, F., Britton, S. H., 
Blrchmore, J. C., Best, S., Sharpe, F.

Juniors: Dobson, L., Bratton, H., Jew. F. H., Hayes, W.. Bates, P..
Johnson, C. F., Howitt, W. G„ Osborne, A. E., Reeve, E., 
Eggleston, C. H., Hills, R. J., Jackson, R. F.

R E SU L T S.
A. Individual Events:—

100 yds. (junior): 1. H.P. 2. W.B. 3, M. Time 12 secs.
100 yds. (senior): 1, M. 2, H.M. 3, M. Time 11 secs.
220 yds. (junior): 1, H.P. 2, M. 3, H.M. Time 271 secs.
440 yds. (senior): 1, W.B. 2. H.M. 3, H.P. Time 50 1/5 secs.
880 yds. (senior): 1, M. 2, H.M. 3, M. Time 2 min. 12 secs.
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B. Relay and Team Events:—
110 yds. (junior): 1, H.P. 2, H.M. 3, M. Time 55 1/5 secs.
110 yds. (senior): 1, W.B. 2, H.I*. 3, H.M. Time 51 1/5 secs.
220 yds. (junior): 1, H.M. 2. W.B. Time 1 min. 57 1/5 sec s.
220 yds. (senior): 1, W.B. 2, M. 3, H.P. Time 1 min. 44 secs.
440 yds. (senior) : 1, M. 2, H.M. 3. H.P.
High Jump (junior) : 1, H.P. 2, H.M. 3, M. Height 13 ft. 3 Ins. 
High Jump (senior): 1, W.B. 2, H.M. 3. M.
Long Jump (junior): 1, H.M. 2, W.B. 3, H.P. Distance 41 ft. 
Long Jump (senior): 1, W.B. 2, M. 3. H.M. Distance 50 ft.

10} ins.

F IN A L  P O IN T S .
1. W.B. 00 3. M. 44
2. H.M. 58 4. H.P. 43

LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY
Senior Section.

President: The Head Master.
Chairman: M r. R. Gill.
Secretary: A. J . Green.
Committee: C. R. Vann, R. Johnson. W . J. Clarke.

Since the debates reported in the last issue of the Centaur, 
the Society has held four meetings. In addition to these activities 
several members have been guests of the West Bridgford County 
Secondary School Literary and Debating Society in an inter-school 
debate held at the West Bridgford School on Thursday, 5th 
February.

The last meeting of the Autumn term took place on Thursday, 
21st December when Acts I and II of Karel Capek’s famous modern 
play “ R.U.R.”, were read to an appreciative audience.

The spring term opened with the customary series of short 
impromptu debates on Friday, 19th January. Among the subjects 
drawn was the topical one, “ T hat this House believes in monsters ”. 
Mr. Rowlett, opposing the motion, was sceptical of the whole affair. 
If, he said, the straight line appearing on a supposed film represented 
the monster then he wanted to know where its humps were. Another 
motion, “ T hat it is time to form a School Jazz Band ’’ was 
supported by M r. Suggett. M r. Johnson thought the formation 
of a Jazz Band a retrograde step and suggested that M r. Suggett 
give the House an example of crooning. This was fortunately 
overruled by the Chairman.
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The motion “ That Communism is the only solution to our 
political, social and economic troubles ”, was put before the House 
on Friday, 2nd February. M r. Shooter, in support of the motion, 
put forward the idea of Communism as based fundamentally on 
a universal love for one another. M r. Suggett, speaking in support 
of M r. Rowlett, the opposer of the motion, was astounded that 
such a basis should give rise to bottle-throwing, so characteristic 
of the Clyde. The motion was defeated by a majority of thirty-six 
votes.

On Thursday, 8th February, a small party selected from 
members of the Society took part in an inter-school debate at the 
West Bridgford County Secondary School. Miss Wells and M r. 
Stamper of the West Bridgford School supported the motion “ That 
India should have Home R ule”. M r. Green and M r. Rowlett, 
our chief speakers, opposed the motion. Miss Wells and M r. 
Stamper based their arguments on the ideals of liberty we should 
all strive to attain. M r. Green and M r. Rowlett stressed the 
practical difficulties in the way of Home Rule. At the conclusion 
of the debate it was found that the motion was lost by a substantial 
majority. I t is to be hoped that such inter-school debates which 
are so enjoyable to all concerned will form a prominent part of 
future programmes of the Society.

The last meeting of the session took place on Friday, 16th 
February. The motion “ T hat too much is done for the modern 
boy ” was supported by M r. Keeling and M r. Palmer and opposed 
by M r. Baker and M r. French. M r. Rowley thought the modern 
boy should be taught how to use his leisure. In his own village 
the only facility for recreation was to play skittles with the village 
ploughman in the village hall. The motion was defeated by a 
majority of forty-seven.

Junior Section.
President: The Head Master.
Chairman: M r. W . G. Lawson.
Secretary: C. F. Ursell.
Committee: K. W . Brown, A. J. Hurst, C. H. Parker.

The second half of the session 1933-34 opened on 17th January, 
1934, with a formal debate “ T hat Record-breaking is not worth 
while ”. M r. Sturman was the proposer. He remarked upon the 
waste of life, the inducement to crime, and the cruelty to men and 
animals caused by the desire to break records. He was ably seconded 
by M r. K. H . Ball who spoke of the dangers which attend record- 
breaking and of the fact that records are not of commercial use. 
In opposition M r. Drury and M r. Sutton said that records caused
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improved machinery, induced tidiness, improved the standard in 
sports, and acted as advertisements. There were many lively 
suggestions made on various aspects of the subject such as 
caning, dancing and mountaineering at camp. Fifteen voted for 
the motion and twenty-eight against. It was therefore lost by 
thirteen votes.

On 1st February, 1934, a League of Nations meeting was 
held, M r. W hittaker kindly consenting to take the chair. Many 
countries’ delegations were represented by members of the Society. 
Sweden proposed that all nations should disarm at once. There 
was a lively flow of argument about such controversial subjects 
as the five-year plan put forward by Russia. Italy said she could 
not disarm or it would shame her ancestors, the Romans. 
Everyone of the S. American States was frightened by the others 
into opposition to the motion. France, Austria, and other nations 
said that they must keep defences. More delegates wished to speak 
than were able. In the end Great Britain proposed that a small 
committee would be better able to deal with the proposal. Great 
Britain’s proposal was carried by ten votes.

The third and last meeting of the session consisted of two 
talks, one by M r. Hills on “ Castaways in Literature ”, and the 
other by M r. Collinson on “ The Human Side of Architecture ”. 
M r. Hills gave examples of castaways from also every worthy type 
of literature; castaways on boats, rafts and islands. He showed 
their amazingly ingenious ways of overcoming difficulties and he 
was, in general, a mine of information to any budding castaway. 
His paper well deserved the ovation on account of the wide reading 
it had involved and the clarity of its delivery.

M r. Collinson read notes from old chronicles which illustrated 
the human side of architecture and which proved it a fallacy to 
think that people in the middle ages considered the building of 
Cathedrals an ideal. He entertained the meeting with his frequent 
references to amusing details connected with building during medieval 
times.

M r. Morgan moved that a vote of thanks should be accorded 
to both speakers. This was heartily seconded by M r. Sanderson 
and carried unanimously by the meeting.

The session 1933-34 has been the most successful that this 
branch of the Society has enjoyed. I t is now a suitable opportunity 
to thank all members, both Staff and boys, for their support and 
enthusiasm which have made the meetings lively as well as happy 
and instructive.
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MELLISH SOCIETY
President: The Head Master.
Chairman: M r. Marshall.
Secretary: A. J. Green.
Committee: M r. Upton, M r. Wren, M r. Collinson, 

G. R. Goodall, K. A. Gourlay, N. A. R. 
Saffell.

Owing to examinations in the middle of the term, the shortness 
of the term and in particular to other calls upon the time of members, 
it was thought inadvisable to hold any meetings during the Spring 
Term. Two cycle runs, were, however, arranged for the Easter 
Vacation.

The first, a cycle run to the Manifold Valley, took place on 
Tuesday, 17th April. The almost unavoidable road to Ripley, with 
its attendant trolley buses and housing estates, was covered as quickly 
as possible. Then away struck the party through the Via Gellia 
and across Elton Common to Hartington, where a welcome halt 
was called for lunch. A change from cycling was provided by a 
walk down Beresford Dale past Izaak W alton’s Fishing House to 
Pike Pool. The ride was then continued down the Manifold Valley 
as far as Thor’s Cave. Here the party climbed the precipitous 
sides of the Valley to Whetton and passed on through 11am to 
Thorpe where a good tea was indulged in. Thence the route lay 
through Ashbourne and Derby back to Nottingham.

The second, a cycle run through the Dukeries, took place on 
Thursday, 19th April. Main roads were avoided as far as possible 
and full use made of the forest tracks around Edwinstowe. The 
famous Lime Tree Avenue and Robin Hood’s Larder were passed 
during the course of the day. The party left the Dukeries at the 
Mansfield end and returned along the Ramper to Nottingham.

Because of the approach of examinations it was possible to 
arrange only one outing before the Whitsun Vacation. For this, a 
visit to the Hucknall Aerodrome, so many names were given in that 
it was necessary to arrange for two parties to go on successive 
Saturdays, 17th and 24th March. Both parties were shown over 
the planes in use at the aerodrome. The method of opening parachutes 
was explained and the visitors were conducted through the wireless 
and photographic departments. It is interesting to note that it takes 
an hour to fold a parachute.

The success of such visits depends upon the provisions made 
by the authorities and the committee would like to express its 
gratitude to those concerned, for their courtesy which made such 
a visit possible and for their admirable arrangements which made it 
so enjoyable.
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IMPRESSION OF ENGINEERING APPRENTICES
From School to . . .  . ?

Entering a vast commercial organisation from the comparative 
solitude of the fifth or sixth form at school, the apprentice has to 
become a “ junior student ” again. His first impressions, undoubtedly 
lasting (for a month or so), make him feel what pitiable objects 
solitary human beings are. The organisation of the workshop is 
beyond him, the efficiency of his workmates exasperating, and the 
grandeur of the senior apprentices overawes him. Within a fortnight 
he has become a recruit to the local Socialist party, and thoroughly 
believes that the firm exists by exploiting the workmen, and is 
heartless to the nth degree. Despite contagious circumstances, the 
newcomer works well for the first few months, acquiring a smattering 
of knowledge concerning machines, and eagerly anticipates long and 
useful periods on the much vaunted assembly sections.

At first the newcomer shuns all social functions (after all he 
couldn’t dance), for the details of the elaborate affairs arranged 
at the local hostelry make him feel that he is not yet entitled to 
be a participant in any joyous festivity; besides who could ignore 
the motherly warning of his landlady? However, he gradually goes 
social, all in his own quiet way; he becomes temporarily enamoured 
of a few patronising females in certain offices, who, condescendingly, 
show him “ life ”, This invariably means three picture shows a week 
and a skating festival on Saturday evening. It is perhaps unfortunate 
that at this period, preening in the “ floodlight of romance ”, he is 
compelled to discontinue the wearing of headgear.

At the end of the first year he changes his lodgings. His 
landlady apparently calls him “ Alfie ” instead of “ M r. Smith ” 
as formerly, and that state of affairs positively will not d o ! In 
the works he appears to be getting slack, and although he insists 
that he is still interested (if not in actual labour, at least in the 
theory of engineering!) his workmates manage to blacklist him 
for lack of intention. At this stage he is a regular reader of 
“ Russia To-day,” and other inspiring literature.

Socially he is established among his friends, and acquires a 
reputation of being a good fellow—he owns a car. Despite the fact 
that he has a smash at intervals of three weeks, he becomes exceedingly 
popular (girls grin at him at every tram terminus—he sometimes 
drives up and down the main road for hours, for amusement and, 
of course road testing); he is also the recipient of doubtful popularity 
on school nights. Towards the end of the second year he manages 
to lose a bonus or so, and is therefore compelled to sell his engineering 
books, golf clubs and dress suit.
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As far as progress goes the third year is a stationary period. 
He still acquires knowledge of all kinds, most of which, if imparted 
to others, would cause old-timers to envy the youthful enthusiasm 
and its folly. I t is sad to relate here that the future manager or 
director is “ broke ” every week, but creditors (generous folk) are 
always close by to lend a willing hand (later to revel in receiving 
the debtor’s complete submission). The budding engineer has finally 
settled in his “ digs ”, and finds life very monotonous. Although 
“ to form habits is to admit failure,” we realise that the apprentice 
is only resting before raking on the responsibility of independent 
manhood.

In the last year there is a desperate urge in the individual to 
grasp all knowledge as soon as possible (generally visiting all former 
workmates, expressing contrition, and asking questions). A job in 
the offices! Noble, yet quite unusual thought! It occurs to him 
that if he is to obtain an executive position he must act at once, 
and he becomes alive to all the possibilities of jobs. Frantic efforts 
are made to be on friendly terms with the heads of departments.

Within a few months of terminating his “ time ” he lands a 
job as clerk in a minor office. While there is life, there is hope! 
Having arrived within the ace of the director’s office, he intends to 
carry out a hidden ambition. He finally meets her, and is engaged 
(quite unofficially, of course). Thus established he can now afford to 
forget his former acquaintances who are still fortunate to be serving 
their time (after all, if one is to retain one’s self-respect, etc.) 
Outwardly he is a staunch conservative and capitalist, but secretly, 
we know that he is really something of a lad.

J. D. C.

LINO CUT BY F. TAYLOR, 2b.
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AT THE SHIRE HALL
Lux in T enebris.

Do you ever wonder how real is that “something ” which does 
so much in controlling your school’s destiny and, thereby, your own? 
O r are you apathetic to ‘ Education Committee ’, 1 Governors ’ and 
such like as I was? Frankly, I never used to trouble much about 
such mysterious bodies. Indeed, there was some mention of 
Education Committee on the notice-boards in the playing-field and 
a Governor or two generally sat on the platform at Speech Days, 
but that was as far as my knowledge and interest went. T hat these 
people ever had anything real to do seemed improbable. T hat they 
mattered to me seemed impossible. Yet now I find that the Committee 
of which Henry Mellish was chairman for so long is in truth a 
deciding factor in the life of our school.

T o  me Education Committee now means—meeting on the last 
Tuesday in every month—despatch of several hundred cheques soon 
after—a lot of stamp money and perhaps a late night at work. 
During the rest of the month it means putting away almost 
innumerable vouchers and a valiant attempt to arrange about 80 
boxes on shelves big enough to hold 40 (figures approximate). 
Finally, once a year 48 boxes, half-a-dozen books, and, it seems, 
about half a ton of “ sundries ” are produced to the Government 
Auditor in a Committee Room, situate almost, if not altogether, 
in the adjacent county. After audit, the same boxes, books and 
sundries—they are the same although you’d hardly believe it—are 
safely and tidily put in a store-room.

The store-room door is most interesting. Through its brown 
paint one can just read “ O RDER ROOM  T hat apparently 
was the purpose of the room in the days when the building was 
used as a lace warehouse. Order Room—I wonder why the words 
were painted over. The painter couldn’t have realised that it was 
to be our (dis)-Order Room!

Education vouchers, however, don’t take up all the space in 
the store room. In fact they were not even in the swim when 
the County Road bills moved forward-and turned on the disused 
but still lively water-tap. They were, however, a very probable 
hiding place for the Election Vouchers which were missing for 
several weeks. And it would be easier to ‘ store ’ them in the 
stoke-hole. Then, of course, the problem of how to stack on the 
same shelf and without mixing Disease of Animals, Public Health, 
Police and County Payment vouchers would not require solving. 
This would leave more time for dealing with current ones, of 
which I have a partiality for the County Payments.
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Four times a year, in February, May, July and November, 
the County Council holds a full meeting. Perhaps it meets at 
other times, as for instance immediately after its election, but such 
meetings have no interest for me. They do not culminate in 
about two thousand vouchers to be generally looked after and cared 
for in their passage from being separate ‘ Orders on T reasurer’ to 
bundles of ‘ County Payments ’.

For each of these vouchers there is at least one cheque. After 
the Council meeting the cheques are posted (in envelopes prepared 
by me) to, we hope, their rightful recipients. They do their bit 
by presenting them for payment. If it takes some time to part 
friendship the cheques are all the longer in returning, via the bank, 
to their fold—the County Payment vouchers.

But although vouchers take up a great deal of time compared 
with any other single job, they do not occupy all the time. To 
us falls the task of checking other departments’ postage books—we 
now know how many l£d’s. can be got on one page of almost 
any type of postage book but we arc still in the dark concerning 
the methods by which some of them are “ balanced every day ” 
even though wrong figures are occasionally carried forward. Of 
all postage books, however, we are most deeply concerned with 
our own. They, you may be sure, balance all day.

Talking of balancing reminds me that we also ‘ balance ’ various 
ledgers and cash books twice a day. Have you ever tried carrying 
half a dozen ledgers, a few boxes, odds and ends, and a glue pot 
with one hand? You’re better balancers than we are if you 
succeeded.

And now, instead of talking any more. I ’d better do something. 
The County Fund cheques arc simply begging to renew their 
acquaintance with the County Payment vouchers, and then the 
receipts (if any) require writing, then the post, then the “ balancing ”, 
and then H O M E.

J.R.G.
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UNIVERSITY CORRESPONDENCE
Jesus College,

Oxford.
Dear M r. Editor,

Unfortunately I cannot shuffle this task on to anyone else; 
nor am I able to follow the usual custom of singing the praises 
or crying the scandal of others, and I am in the one case too modest 
and in the other too bashful to do so for myself.

There remains, then, news in general: this, save a passing sigh 
for all doing schools, is hilarious and joyful. Jesus 1st V III bumped 
five times in Eights and celebrated so admirably that the senior 
college were almost rude about it. W e stand higher on the river 
than we have done for forty years, and the boat is going to Henley.

By the way, Magness and I had a little reunion tea together 
when I visited Winchester the other day in the company of a certain 
learned society. The boy grows no shorter, M r. Editor, and seems 
to be working hard.

Kerslake of High Pavement (cf. minutes of Debating Society) 
stroked the Christ Church I I I  very successfully. Incidentally in 
Kerslake’s case I could balance the convention, but I will be kinder 
to him in the ‘Centaur ’ than he was to me in the ‘ Pavior ’. Which 
is, as it were, turning the other cheek, isn’t it?

I am,
Yours faithfully,

K.V.B.

The College of S. Mark and S. John, 
King’s Road,

Chelsea, S.W.10.
15/6/34.

Dear Sir,
It is our pleasure once more to inform the exiles in Nottingham, 

of how things stand with us of the Metropolis. We, collectively and 
individually, morally and physically, are in a perfect state of 
convalescence although at this time there are symptoms of growing 
mental fever; the proximity of the Intermediate Arts Examination 
of the University of I>ondon (England) is thought to be the cause 
of this in two of the mighty brains of Chelsea, the third appears to 
be affected by the nearness of the Annual Examination.

About this last am I moved to speak at length. Of late, the 
lack-lustre eye of which we complained in our last communique, 
has seemed somewhat exaggerated. W e observed him closely. The 
other night he kept his light burning until the matutinal hour of
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2.30,—I refuse to say that he worked because written untruths 
may be construed as libel. However, exhausted by this nocturnal 
labour, he failed to appear at breakfast; this in him is most incredible 
for whom “ Food ” is at once War-cry, Motto, God and alarm- 
clock; later on in the day at 17.20 to B.B.C. precise, he did not 
appear at Roll-Call. He, at this moment, stands his trial before 
the Vice-Principal on the above charges. He has now been there 
for twenty minutes.

The other of the trio, who lives apart in luxurious quarters, 
has been a good boy this term so far as we know. As for myself 
I am unchanged, yet imperturbable, I emerge but seldom from my 
shell of work and then only to be rude or to emit a pun devastating 
in effect. In fact, I ’m the only one of the trio who has applied 
himself rigorously to labour, suffering nor let nor hindrance from 
external circumstances. I will now send my halo, wings and white 
robe to the laundry; that airing has been too much for them, rarely 
allowed as they are to err far from the band-box.

W e now take this opportunity, to greet M r. Vann who is 
about to proceed to Borough Road College, to make an appointment 
to see him, next Sports’ Night in the Basement of Maison Lyons, 
Piccadilly. Let him fail at our displeasure.

Having torn my pen from the grip of my bellicose friend, I 
will endeavour to continue this letter in a less aggressive style.

If M r. Vann accepts our invitation, we promise him a lively 
evening in the West End. For, on at least one day in the year, 
London discovers that there is a pestilent congregation of toilers 
somewhere in Chelsea, which exercises the doubtful prerogative of 
students, in creating a public disturbance from time to time.

Finals are still a dim if omnipresent spectre, but even now I 
grunt and sweat under the colossal burthen of a London syllabus. 
My companions never weary of pouring backstairs invective upon 
“ A Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides ” , and as the fateful day 
approaches, their ante-prandial humour becomes more and more 
objectionable.

W e still play bridge, but our skill has declined and almost 
fallen. Now, we refuse to justify our subtle systems during the 
conflict which closes each rubber, and are content to pour scorn 
upon the indignant heads of partner and opponent with impartial 
vigour. Perhaps we shall discover one day why we persistently 
indulge in a pastime which threatens to transform us all into 
homicidal maniacs.

The task of finishing what others have begun is never particularly 
congenial, and especially is this true in the present case, when I am 
expected to say what the others have omitted. But on reading
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through their contributions, I was struck by the thought that they 
might as well not have written at all, however you must permit 
me to say, in intercession for them, that never before have I known 
them to write such exquisite prose as this. But I feel constrained in 
the circumstances to write at greater length than I intended, to make 
amends for their total lack of intelligence.

O ur First Year is now nearly over. W e have learnt much. 
It has been a year of rawness and hooliganism, of revolt and of 
impatience with civilisation, with nature and with morals.—A year 
when we thought that the mystic word “ College ” was that whose 
mention excused every barbarism and every display of bad manners 
of which we were capable,—a year when we cast as much of our 
previous life, as we dared, to the winds, and lived, as nearly as we 
had the courage to a state of nature and of sublime selfishness. We 
came here very proud of ourselves, and very cocky, we had but one 
ambition, to be he-men.

Now that the gold-leaf has been worn away, and the dull 
patches of lead are shewing, we have become sober, less impetuous 
and a little ashamed.

Next year when it becomes necessary to impress the Juniors, 
the canker will appear again. But, I fancy that this time it will 
disappear sooner, because I think we are beginning to realise that 
we shall never be he-men and that sooner or later we shall have to 
learn to be men.

But it is all a little sad, because I doubt whether we shall ever 
recapture the glamour of our first year of college life or ever be so 
delightfully young as we were when we really tried to be men.

Yours sincerely
G. H. C.,
D. E. A. R..
B. L. T .

University College,
Highfields,

Nottingham.
June, 1934.

Dear Sir,
To-day is hot—too hot for serious work in a library. But of 

course much depends on the library itself. In one of his essays— 
my acquaintance with it is due to the demands of the Matriculation 
syllabus—Leigh Hunt discusses the appointment of an ideal library
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and comes to the conclusion that it should have but one window. 
Be that as it may, Nottingham has reason to thank the builders 
that its library has many times one window.

From the second floor one gets a charming view of the Trent 
valley—a view that is a boon to eyes wearied by print. Memories 
of a conversation with Rutt remind me that one actually looks upon 
an excellent example of a flood plain : 1 mention this to show 
that if a man be not satisfied with gazing cow-like on fields and 
trees, Highfields offers him meat for more scientific observation.

But to return to Silver T rent and her valley. From the library 
windows Trent herself is not visible: you sense where she lies 
from the flat expanse of fields broken by a sudden rise of hills. 
Immediately at your feet is the College lake with its fringe of trees 
and blaze of rhododendrons. Then comes the white line of the 
Boulevard and, just beyond, the black one of the railway, and 
finally, a little to the right, rising like the crest of a Roman helmet 
is Clifton Grove. And you know that at its foot the river flows. 
But the ghosts of local poets must weep in Clifton Grove, for its 
wooded slopes are obscured by a green and crystal factory. Perhaps 
they gain some consolation by staring over its roofs at the factory 
on the opposing slope—our Academe, home of the Muses.

Not that the Muses aren’t somewhat neglected on these summer 
days. From the terrace below comes the mingled noise of voices 
and tea-cups. T h at’s the occupation for a summer day—to be 
out there rattling a tea-cup, or simply lying on your back in animal 
contentment oblivious of approaching examinations. There was 
once an inscription on the College facade which seemed to smile 
upon such summer laziness. “ Haec otia— ” it began, and meant 
something to this effect: “ Ay, roll on your belly and guzzle tea, 
but don’t forget—just a little labour before sundown.” I t’s gone 
now, and in its place is a band of white stone bearing the more 
sober “ Urbs sapientia conditur.” One day it was discovered that 
Liverpool already flaunted “ Haec otia ” from its walls and so 
Nottingham politely obliterated the tag.

O f course all this talk of green fields, windows and mottoes 
is mere wind and wandering, but I plead in extenuation the heat of 
the day. Within the College’s white walls there are still some 
workers left—a score or more of Mellish men, the majority of 
them living in the shadow of examinations. Many of them are 
preparing to leave Highfields for good in a few days. And what 
will they do in the hard world? Probably—the expression is that of 
Drummond of Hawthornden—“ scrape their livings from the 
posterieurs of little children.” In other words they are fully 
versed, pious hope! in the principles of psychological pedagogy 
and are ready to educate the nation’s children on modern lines.
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But I ’ll wager that in the event of failure they will—as I hinted 
above—revert to more time honoured methods: they are all beyond 
a doubt prepared to adopt a fatherly attitude towards their future 
pupils “ et de leur faire entrer les vertus par le cul.” The phrase 
again is not disguised that it may seem the more decorous: I quote 
from a distinguished French author.

The College world still wags much as it was wont to do. 
Socialists come and Fascists go but leave us undisturbed. Not so 
the rise in the price of coffee and tea—the which nigh caused an 
uprising 'gainst the faculties. “ Boycott tea and coffee,” you were 
told “ or be labelled a blackleg.” And it was a moving sight to 
see bearded men sucking milk like babies that they might be free 
of the threatened stigma. But now they may fearlessly return to 
their tea or coffee; the faculties or the sutlers or whoever were 
responsible for the outrage have capitulated ; tea is a penny cheaper. 
T o non-collegians the value of this reduction may seem negligible, 
but it must be remembered that there are those who spend the 
major part of their college life imbibing refectory tea.

Some Mellish Old Boys suffer from this refectory complex. 
T hat is however one of their minor faults. Since I last wrote 
to the Centaur I have culled enough notes on the private life of 
M .O.B’s. to fill a lengthy, and extremely lively, scandal column. 
Moreover, it is surprising with what willingness Old Boys pour 
into my ears the secrets of their bosom friends, hoping, doubtless, 
that their innuendos will see the light of day in print. First 
I beg to apologize to those two M .O .B’s. who were obliged to 
withhold the last Centaur from the maternal hands—apparently 
fearing that the maternal hands still retained something of their 
old sting. But it would appear that publicity has no power in
correcting the behaviour of R------  and C------ . As to R------  his
activities are such that I dare not recount. I let him depart with a
pax vobiscum. The case of C------ on the other hand intrigues me
as a student of human nature. T o  what conclusion must one come 
about a man who seems to find the gloomy lower corridor the 
most congenial spot in college? I believe he would spend the 
entire day there could he but look into those pools of blue for a 
solid twenty-four hours. One day I suggested that he should do so. 
For a moment he lapsed into a day-dream, he breathed heavily, 
and then suddenly came back to life with a snort. “ Blue! Blue!" 
He looked at me pityingly as one who would say “ A fool, a fool! 
A motley fool! Then with admirable self-control he repressed 
his loathing for me and my mistake and informed me that her eyes 
were a lovely brown and not in the least blue. He left me with 
the impression that if anything was blue I was that object but that
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my distinctive colouring touched more on green or yellow. However, 
I record the incident for what it is worth : I consider it highly 
significant of C’s. state of mind.

Now W ------ (nicknamed after a certain spice, and no wonder!)
was a man of seeming integrity of character. A pipe, yes, and 
brachiopods—he could even give M r. Rutt a run for his money 
with the brachiopods—but beyond these things, as 1 said before, a 
man of blameless character. Can the same still be said of him? 
Alas, no. Every vacation he takes his bicycle from the shed, mounts 
and dashes half-way across England with the publicly avowed purpose 
of going to see a pair of eyes. Eyes, quotha? ’Tis rumoured the 
lady dances in the chorus. How are the mighty fallen! W ith
W ------ in so parlous a state I fear our last stronghold is taken :
we can’t rely on Fraser, Ball or any of the younger men.

Yours truly,
C.E.M.

P.S.—I am sure that all readers of the Centaur will join 
with me in wishing success to all those M .O.B’s. at Nottingham 
who are being examined this June.

The following are taking Finals :—
J. North (B.Sc. Econ.)
R. White (B.Sc. Hons. Geo.)
L. Spolton (B.Sc. Hons. Geo.)
J. Fowkes (B.Sc. Hons. Maths.)

Taking Subsidiary:—
J. N. Fairhead (B.A. Eng.)
J. Fraser (B.Sc. Maths.)

The following are leaving College having completed a two 
years’ course. Their qualifying examination is that of the Nottingham 
Delegacy:—

S. Reddish, R. Wilson, J. Brandreth, R. Hamby, F. Chapman.
The following are leaving after a four years’ course:—
R. Purseglove, B.Sc., H. Rutt, B.Sc., C. E. Marshall, B.A.

The following are left in College (besides those taking 
Subsidiary):—

C. Barker (Studying for B.Sc. Hons. Maths.)
V. Ball (Studying for B.Sc. Hons. Geo.)
T . H. Knighton (Studying for B.A. Hons. Hist.)
L. S. Brown (Studying Pharmaceutics.)
C. Checkley (Studying for Nottm. Delegacy.)
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OLD BOY’S ASSOCIATION
Secretary’s Report.

At the end of the 1933 school year the Old Boys held a 
Christinas Dance. From the point of view of attendance and 
profit this dance was disappointing, but was well enjoyed by those 
present.

The Annual Dinner was held on January 5th., 1934. For 
this event the Committee brought in an innovation the results 
of which fully rewarded their daring. Previously the Dinner had 
been held in the school, but on this occasion a room in Marsden’s 
Cafe was booked for the evening. The dinner itself was good 
and well served, while the atmosphere of “ Old Boyishness ” 
indicated the popularity of this reunion. It was very gratifying 
to note the presence of many Old Boys who are rarely seen at 
other meetings. This year the toast of the School was ably 
proposed by a newcomer to the Association— H. Burton, while, 
as usual, the Headmaster replied. The reply to the toast of the 
School is the most popular speech of the evening on these occasions: 
all Old Boys are eager to hear of the School’s activities. M r. 
Gill in proposing the toast of the Association made a speech which 
will be again referred to in this report and which impressed more 
than one Old Boy. A. Purseglove replied to M r. Gill, the most 
memorable part of his discourse being that in which he remarked 
that the annual Rugger match between the School and Old Boys 
would be held “ a week on Saturday, that is next Saturday.” After 
the toasts the evening was whiled away in word, smoke and song.

The outstanding feature of the General Meeting this year 
was the sparsity of numbers. So marked was this that a resolution 
was passed recording the meeting’s dissatisfaction with the 
attendance. The Officers elected for 1934 were : Chairman—the 
Headmaster; Hon. Secretary—C. E. Marshall; Hon. Treasurer— 
R. Purseglove; Committee—Messrs. North, Brandreth, Rutt, White, 
Hancock, J . R. Green, R. Wilson, D. Whitehead. During the 
meeting the Chairman expressed his satisfaction on the state of 
the Association’s General fund and on the success of the Rugger 
Club; he hoped that it would be possible to run a second XV 
during the 1934-35 season. The Rugger Club was, however, 
embarassed by lack of funds and in order to make good this deficiency 
a loan was made to the Club from the Association’s General fund. 
It will be observed from the list of committee members given above 
that there are some junior members of the Association upon that 
body. The Secretary would like to thank them for the enthusiasm 
they have shown in their Committee work and in particular for 
the work they did towards making the second dance of the year 
a success.
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This dance was held at the end of the Spring term; it was 
better attended than the Christmas one, and its profits have ameliorated 
the financial position of the Rugger Club.

It has been the custom since its inception for the Association 
to hold a hike at Easter and one again at Whitsuntide. The 
custom was again kept. The first hike was attended by three Old 
Boys, the second by four. Lack of numbers did not detract from 
the pleasure of the tramps, but is indicative of the chronic want 

of enthusiasm shown for some of the Association’s activities. Actually 
the numbers of Old Boys have substantially increased, but there 
has not been a corresponding increase in co-operation and interest. 
The Committee is prepared to accept the onus of this state of 
affairs, but the remedy is in the hands of the general body of 
Old Boys.

M r. Gill in his toast to the Association at the Annual Dinner 
made an appeal for new ideas: the assumption is that he did not 
consider the Association to be as flourishing as it might be. The 
Secretary of the Old Boys’ Association of one of the City schools 
remarked once in a private conversation that he had discovered 
that there was no demand for such institutions. The Secretary 
of the Mellish Old Boys’ is loath to accept such an opinion : he 
is sure that every Old Boy has a genuine regard for the School 
and wishes to maintain his connection with it. All men who 
have attended Mellish can give proof of this feeling by supporting 
such functions as the General Meeting, the Annual Dinner, the 
Rugger and Cricket matches between School and Old Boys, and 
any dances organised at the School by the Association. I t should 
be clearly understood that non-payment of subscriptions bars no 
one from attending these reunions.

As to those Old Boys who are extremely active in criticism 
of the functioning of the Committee they may be reminded that 
actions speak louder than words, and that the proper way in which 
to obtain redress of their grievances is attendance at the General 
Meeting. The Committee will, moreover, be extremely pleased 
to receive any ideas as to new activities. The summer season is 
now well on : there appears to be little demand for a Walking and 
Cycling Club; a Cricket Club is financially impossible, but if any 
members are interested in tennis, etc., they have but to voice their 
wishes for attention to be given to them. Last August it was 
proposed to hold a camp at Scarborough, but through lack of 
support the scheme was dropped. This summer the Committee 
is considering a camp near Mablethorpe, and Inspector Dunkerley 
has already kindly promised the free use of a camping site. Members 
will be circularised as to this camp : the Committee asks for active 
support.
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As to the coming winter season the Rugger Club is looking 
forward to a still more successful year, and the enthusiasm shown 
for the activities of this Club shows that more could be done along 
other lines if only members would come forward. It has been 
suggested that besides dances, the Committee should organise whist 
drives, and that in view of the success of the sing-song which 
followed the Annual Dinner similar but less pretentious reunions 
should be held. The Committee would be gratified if members 
would in some way show their interest in such undertakings.

C.E.M.

OLD BOY* RUGGER, 1933-34
The season has been the most successful one we have had

so far. O ut of a total of 18 matches played, 11 were won and
7 lost. Unfortunately several matches had to be cancelled. We 
commenced the season very auspiciously by defeating the School 
but unfortunately we seemed to relapse after such a fine start and 
the next two matches, against Derby and Blackwell, were lost. 
We recovered our form, however, and won five out of the next 
seven matches. The second half of the season was of a rather 
scrappy nature. Several matches were cancelled and on occasions 
we had difficulty in raising a team. Still we managed to pull
off splendid victories against Derby, Blackwell, Old Notts, and
Boots. Throughout the season the team has played consistently 
well. We have at times been greatly handicapped by a shortage 
of players but with the end of the School year in sight we have 
renewed hopes for an increase in membership. An attractive 
fixture list has been compiled and a hearty invitation to join the 
club is extended to all boys leaving this year.

At the Annual General Meeting the attendance was small but 
much important business was carried out. H. Burton and D. 
Whitehead were elected Captain and Vice-Captain for the coming 
season. The committee expect all players to rally round and give 
them their utmost support.

J. B.



In the Boys’ Dept, the Sum m er Sale continues until A ugust 14th. 
This enables parents to  purchase their boys’ clothing for the coming 
term  a t Sale Prices a f te r  school has closed. Below are listed 

ju st a few bargains th a t can be seen in this Dept.

•  Boys’ Grey Flannel Shorts. Double
Seats. 3 shades of Grey. All sizes 
000-8 one price - 3/11

•  Boys’ and Youths’ Pyjamas in a
varie ty  of good colourings. All 
sizes 24-36 one price - 5/11

•  Youths’ Grey Flannel Trousers.
Double Seats. 2 shades of Grey. 
All sizes 4-13 one price 10/6

•  Boys’ Grey Flannel Jackets and 
Shorts. All sizes 3-8 one price - 12/6

•  Youths’ Sports Jackets. Well cut 
from  hard w earing Tweeds. All 
sizes 6-13 one price . . . 15/6

•  Youths’ Grey Flannel Jackets and 
Trousers. All sizes 7-13 one price 21/-

•  Boys’ Navy Gaberdine Raincoats.
Sleeves and Shoulders lined oiled 
B atiste. 3" turnings. All sizes 
1-13 one price - 25/-

C R I F F I N  U  S P A L D I N G , l i t ,  L o n «  R o w  «  M a r k e t  S t r e e t  N O T T IN G H A M
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Dispensing

/£ z 0  j j  r ? s  Manufacturing
J Z o m ^ v)  Opticians,

36, WHEELER GATE, NOTTINGHAM.

U u p lia te ra b le  lenses m ad e  to  any  
p re sc rip tio n  in  a n y  ty p e  o f f i tt in g  
in c lu d in g  rim less. In d istingu ishab le  

fro m  o rd in a ry  spec tacles.

FOR SAFETY IN SPORT use 
“  SALVOC unsplinterable 
lenses, backed by £1,000 

guarantee against injury.

Safe CRICKET Safe HOCKEY 
Safe TENNIS

ALWAYS FOR PREFERENCE USE 
G U N N  & M O O R E  

RUGBY EQUIPMENT
e

JERSEYS, KNICKERS,
BOOTS, HOSE,
M A U L  CAPS, ETC.
Hand-sewn Rugby Footballs 
of perfect materials and 
workmanship.
S i t e  5. 12 Panel (T . P a tte rn ), 22/-* *‘ G ilbert ”
No. 1 m atch, 21/ 9 ; "  Pa ten t R u g b y , "  1S/S;
••Rugger” 17/1; ‘‘M arvel" 15/f; “ P rac tice"  9/ 9.

Write for free catalogue and terms.

GUNN & MOORE LIMITED
CARRINGTON STREET, NOTTINGHAM



H E N R Y  B A R K E R  L T D

FREE CIFTS
ARE DEARiy BOUGHT.
WHEN YOU PURCHASE 
AN ARTICLE FROM

BARKER'S
ALL THE PRESTIGE OF AN 
OLD ESTABLISHED FIRM 
IS CALLED U P O N  TO 

YOUR ADVANTAGE
YO U  G IV E A N  EXTRA 
FILLIP TO YOUR LOCAL 
INDUSTRY BY SO DO IN G  
ANDTHATS OF N O  LITTLE 
IMPORTANCE NCW-A-OAYS
F U R T H E R M O R E . Y O U  HAVE 
THE PLEASURE O F C L O S IlV  
INSPECTING EVERY A RTICLE 
BEFORE Y O U  P U R C H A S E . 
K N O W IN G  THE PRICE W IL L  
REMAIN UNALTERED WHETHER 
BOUGHT FOR CASH OR CREDIT

Telephone 43531 ft 43532.

SISSON & PARKER
FOR

BOOKS ON ALL SPORTS 
STATIONERY, FOUNTAIN PENS 

"HOBBIES" TOOL AND FRETWORK OUTFITS 
BROWNIE CAMERAS 

AND KODAKS

Wheeler Gate, Nottingham.
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